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INTERNATIONAL  ELECTROTECHNICAL  COMMISSION

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NO. 3:   DOCUMENTATION  AND  GRAPHICAL  SYMBOLS
SUB-COMMITTEE NO. 3D:   DATA SETS FOR LIBRARIES

Dear Sirs,

Advances in computer technology have an increasing impact of standards and the standards-making
process. In consequence a clear need has emerged for an international standard that defines a
computer-sensible exchange format for the exchange of information between the creators/suppliers
and the users of such information.

The IEC 61360-series of standards, produced by IEC/SC3D, resulted from this need. Part 4 of the
standard contains the IEC reference collection of compliant classifications and definitions and is
currently the only world wide accepted source for such information. This has already resulted in
considerable benefits of global communication - several projects in Europe the USA and Japan are
exchanging and managing data  with the IEC 61360 standard as a basis.

Because the IEC reference collection does not yet satisfy all needs, there exists a global demand to
extend it. From the outset it was recognised that such a collection will need to be updated frequently
and with very short time scales in order to meet industry requirements.  Therefore Maintenance and
Validation procedures are to be established to allow for the maintenance of the reference collection
as described in Part 3 of the IEC 61360 standard.  These Maintenance and Validation procedures
recognise three actors in the process of maintaining the IEC reference collection : a Maintenance
agency, a Validation agency and Validation groups(see description on next page).

Since validation has to cover the whole field of IEC a wide range of expertise will be required much of
which resides in the work of the IEC technical committees and subcommittees.  For this reason we
are asking you as members of TCs and SCs to participate in the validation groups to make this
operation a success for the benefit of both yourself and industry world-wide.  The proposed
methodology offers a unique possibility for your committee to generate information in your standard in
a computer sensible form which:

• will provide your committee with a reusable set of definitions in a computer sensible form;
• will provide users of your standard with the information in computer sensible form which they are

increasingly demanding
• will enable you to promote your committee as relevant to current industrial needs.

For the necessary quality of the validation process your skills, expertise and knowledge are crucial
and the results of this process are vital to the industry of which you are part.

Since all the routine and administrative work will be carried out by the maintenance and validation
agencies the only work for the validation groups will be to advise on technical aspects within their field
of expertise concerning naming, symbolism and definitions.
In order to meet time scales and facilitate the information flow communications will by email using
standardized templates to ease reading and facilitate comments.
For the necessary quality of the validation process your skills, expertise and knowledge are crucial
and the results of this process are vital to the industry of which you are part.

--  name  sender ---
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annex

A simplified diagram indicating the information flow among the actors is given below.

figure -1- simplified data flow among the actors

Briefly, the main tasks of the Maintenance agency are to filter and register requests for updates, to
keep the reference collection up to date and to make its contents available to users.

For the Validation agency, its main tasks are to manage the overall process of validating requests
for new entries and changes to the reference collection, to verify compliance with the IEC 61360
standard and to take the advice of validation groups in their specific areas.

Validation groups are composed of experts with in an in-depth knowledge in a specific area and are
crucial to the integrity of the expanding IEC reference collection. Their role is to advise the validation
agency on the technical correctness of requests for enhancements to the IEC reference collection.

The secretary of IEC SC3D and members of the relevant working group will be glad to answer any
questions that may arise after  reading this letter,
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Arnold Gehner Wolf-Dieter Kisselmann
tel:  int. + 31 40 27 23 129 tel.  int. + 49 89 6362 2420
fax: int. + 31 40 27 22 706 fax: int. + 49 89 6362 5661
email:  A.Gehner@ehv.sc.philips.com email: Wolf-Dieter.Kisselmann@hl.siemens.de

Frans van Noesel Donald Radley
tel: int. +  31 40 27 36 149 tel.  int. + 44 114 281 6002
fax:int. +  31 40 27 33 929 fax: int. + 44 114 281 6030
email:  Frans.vanNoesel@nl.cis.philips.com email: dradley@fdgroup.co.uk

Peter van Reekum (secr. SC3D)
tel.  int. + 31 40 27 34 779
fax: int. + 31 40 27 33 929
email: P.G.vanReekum@nl.cis.philips.com
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